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a b s t r a c t

The microstructural evolution of polymineralic contact metamorphic calcite marbles (Adamello contact
aureole) with variable volume fractions of second-phase minerals were quantitatively analyzed in terms
of changes in grain size and nearest neighbor relations, as well as the volume fractions, dispersion and
occurrences of the second phases as a function of changing metamorphic conditions. In all samples, the
calcite grain size is controlled by pinning of grain boundaries by second phases, which can be expressed
by the Zener parameter (Z), i.e., the ratio between size and volume fraction of the second phases. With
increasing peak metamorphic temperature, both the sizes of matrix grains and second phases increase in
dependence on the second-phase volume fraction. Two distinct coarsening trends are revealed: trend I
with coupled grain coarsening limited by the growth of the second phases is either characterized by
large-sized or a large number of closely spaced-second phase particles, and results finally in a dramatic
increase in the calcite grain size with Z. Trend II is manifest by matrix controlled grain growth, which is
retarded by the presence of single second-phase particles that are located on calcite grain boundaries. It
is supported by grain boundary pinning induced by triple junctions, and the calcite grain size increases
moderately with Z. The two different grain coarsening trends manifest the transition between relatively
pure polymineralic aggregates (trend II) and microstructures with considerable second-phase volume
fractions of up to 0.5. The variations might be of general validity for any polymineralic rock, which
undergoes grain coarsening during metamorphism. The new findings are important for a better
understanding of the initiation of strain localization based on the activation of grain size dependent
deformation mechanisms.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The growth of minerals is a fundamental process in all rocks that
underwent metamorphism (e.g., Joesten, 1991). Knowledge on the
changes in grain size is important, because grain size increases are
directly related to changes in the grain boundary network affecting
themass-transfer pathways on the grain-scale, which is relevant for
many metamorphic and deformed rocks in the Earth’s crust and
mantle. Under static conditions, a monomineralic rock increases its
grain size continuously, following grain growth kinetics as defined
byexponential laws (Simpsonet al.,1971; Poirier andGuillopé,1979;
Joesten, 1983, 1991; Olgaard and Evans, 1986). Surface energy is the
main driving force for grain growth in such pure aggregates (Evans
et al., 2001 and references therein), which might be counteracted,
however, by pinning of grain boundaries due to triple junction drag
(Shvindlerman and Gottstein, 2005; Piazolo et al., 2006).
ag).

All rights reserved.
In nature, rocks are rarely monomineralic and very small
volume fractions of additional minerals, so-called second phases,
impose an effect on grain growth of the matrix phase (Riege et al.,
1999; Weygand et al., 2000; Berger and Herwegh, 2004; Herwegh
and Berger, 2004; Ferry et al., 2005; Zheng et al., 2006). Generally
speaking, the mean grain size in a polymineralic aggregate is the
time integrated product of the grain coarsening process at elevated
temperatures as is the case for contact metamorphism, for example.
In order to understand grain coarsening and to predict the evolu-
tion of grain sizes in such polymineralic rocks, an understanding of
the effect of the second phases on themigrating grain boundaries of
the matrix phase is crucial. In this sense, second phases can
counteract the surface energy of matrix grains by imposing
a dragging force on the migrating grain boundaries, resulting in
a retardation of grain growth of the matrix phase (see Fig. 6,
Brodhag and Herwegh, 2009) or even in a complete immobilization
of the grain boundaries inducing a stabilization of the matrix’s
grain size. Hence, the second phases can directly control the grain
size of the matrix phase. Generally, second phases have to be
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List of symbols and abbreviations

c constant in the Zener equation
cc calcite
CPP clustered particle pinning
D mean matrix grain size
Dcc mean calcite matrix grain size
Dmax maximum matrix grain size
Dnor mean norcamphor matrix grain size
dp mean second-phase grain size
fp second-phase volume fraction
gb grain boundary (of a matrix grain)
K nearest neighbor correlation parameter

m parameter assigning the spatial location of second
phases

Mcc modes of nearest neighbor distribution of calcites
MPP multiple particle pinning
Msp modes of nearest neighbor distribution of second

phases
n(cc) number of calcite grains
n(sp) number of second-phase particles
sp second phase
SPP single particle pinning
t time
T temperature
TJP triple junction pinning
Z Zener parameter
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discriminated into solid and liquid/gaseous second phases as they
behave in a rigid and deformable manner respectively during
pinning, imposing therefore different physical interactions onto
a migration grain boundary (Evans et al., 2001; Petrishcheva and
Renner, 2005). For both types the amount, size and dispersion of
the second phases define if and how the grain boundaries of
a matrix phase are affected. In the case of solid second phases, for
example, a large number of nano-scale second phases is required
(Herwegh and Kunze, 2002; Berger and Herwegh, 2004; Burhan
and Ferry, 2006), while for large second phases (with grain sizes
comparable to those of the matrix grains) only a small number of
second phases are already sufficient to efficiently control the
evolution of the grains of the matrix phase. It is this relation
between size (dp) and volume fraction (fp) on the one side and the
grain size of the matrix phase (D) on the other side, which was
discovered by Zener (in Smith, 1948).

D ¼ c$
dp
fp

(1)

This relation has meanwhile variously been modified to express
the effect of second phases in polymineralic materials in the case of
material sciences (Gladman,1966; Hellman and Hillert, 1975; Evans
et al., 2001; Brodhag and Herwegh, 2009) and for statically affected
or deformed polymineralic rocks in nature (Mas and Crowley, 1996;
Berger and Herwegh, 2004; Herwegh et al., 2005; Ebert et al.,
2007a,b, 2008; Song and Ree, 2007; Herwegh et al., 2008). In
addition to second phases, chemical impurities (e.g., Freund et al.,
2001; Nakamura et al., 2005; Shvindlerman and Gottstein, 2005),
melt films (Renner et al., 2002; Petrishcheva and Renner, 2005),
crystallographic misorientations between adjacent grains
(Stöckhert and Duyster, 1999; Kruhl, 2001; Bestmann and Prior,
2003; Wheeler et al., 2003) and grain boundary triple junctions
(Pande and Masumura, 2005; Piazolo et al., 2005, 2006; Gottstein
et al., 2006) can also affect grain growth in polymineralic rocks.
Under the presence of solid state second phases, however, all these
additional pinning parameters are of minor importance only, as
suggested by Shvindlerman and Gottstein (2005) and experimental
results of Brodhag and Herwegh (2009).

The effect of second phases on the growing matrix phase can be
reduced to two general behaviors. (i) For low second-phase volume
fractions, the matrix grain boundaries are pinned or dragged in the
aforementioned manner but pinning by individual particles can be
overcome as a function of time or increasing temperature. (ii) In the
case of high second-phase volume fractions, a complete immobili-
zation of the matrix grain boundaries by pinning due to the large
amount of second-phase particles occurs. In this case, a grain size
increase of the matrix phase can only take place when the second
phases grow, givingmore space to allowsimultaneous growth of the
matrix grains. This combined growth of matrix and second phase is
referred to as coarsening and has been treated by experimental and
numerical modeling approaches, where the latter either use the
minimization in surface energy (e.g., Solomatov et al., 2002) or
reduction in chemical gradients (e.g., Ardell, 1972) as major driving
forces. In the case of polymineralic natural rocks, however, very little
is known about the two effects of second-phase pinning since
systematic studies in rocks showing a large variation in second-
phase contents are missing so far. To close this gap, this study
investigates a series of contact metamorphic calcite marbles with
variable volume fractions of second-phaseminerals (fp of 0.0004 up
to 0.5). The advantage of a contact metamorphic field laboratory is
the chance to obtain temperature and time-resolved information on
the microstructural evolution of polymineralic aggregates. This
information is mandatory for the interpretation of metamorphic
microstructures. With this perspective, we will discuss the varia-
tions in the effect of the second phases on the matrix grain size for
different metamorphic temperatures as a function of changes in
volume fraction and grain size of second phases as well as their
dispersion. We will be able to define two different growth behav-
iors, which are either controlled by the matrix growth and local
pinning ofmatrix grain boundaries by secondphases or bycomplete
pinning of matrix grains by second phases, where the coupled
growth of matrix and second-phase grains results in larger grain
sizes. As will be demonstrated, this distinction depends on varia-
tions in the physical pinning processes and is crucial for the inter-
pretation of the evolution of metamorphic rocks.
2. Geological setting

The field area of this study is located northwest of Verona,
northern Italy, close to the intersection between the two major
Alpine lineaments, the Tonale and Giudicarie Faults (Fig. 1a). The
samples investigated were taken from the Calcare di Angolo
formation, a Middle Triassic sediment unit east of the Monte Re di
Castello tonalite (Adamello intrusions). After a lagoonal and evap-
oritic milieu, a fast marine transgression in the Anis induced the
deposition of the Calcare di Angolo in the form of dark gray micritic
and massive (lower part) to thin bedded (upper part) limestones,
which are intercalated with marly layers. In the non-meta-
morphosed limestones, crinoid columnal plates can be found.
Contact metamorphism (Brack, 1983; Riklin, 1983), during the
emplacement and cooling of the Monte Re di Castello tonalite
transformed the original sediments into gray to white calcite
marbles. The Monte Re di Castello tonalite is the oldest intrusion of
the Adamello complex with an Eocene-Oligocene age of 42e40 Ma
(Hansmann and Oberli, 1991) and consists dominantly of tonalitic
to granodioritic rocks. Amphibole-rich gabbros and diorites occur



Fig. 1. Locations of study area and samples investigated. a) Location of study area and Adamello pluton (black) in northern Italy (modified after www.maps.google.com). b) Location
of samples of the Calcare di Angolo in a projection of a vertical profile, which is oriented perpendicular to the pluton’s contact (black). Note that samples SB05-42 and �44 are
situated outside the profile and the map (c). c) Geological map of the Valle di Daone area with sample locations. Samples SB05-42 and �44 with a distance of more than 4 km to the
pluton contact are not located on the map.
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along the contact zone of the batholith (Callegari et al., 1998) and
the surrounding rocks are penetrated by swarms of small granite
and aplite bodies as well as by lamprophyric dikes (Brack, 1983).
The dimension of the metamorphic contact aureole is 1e2 km in
maximum and pre-intrusion temperatures for the country rocks
were estimated by Riklin (1983) to be at about 200 �C and
600e650 �C and more for maximum peak metamorphic conditions
close to the pluton’s contact (Riklin, 1983).

Specimens of the Calcare di Angolo were collected in a section
perpendicular to the pluton’s contact starting at a distance of 4 km
and ending at 65 m from the contact (Fig. 1b and c). The collected
samples underwent peak metamorphic temperatures between 275
tomore than 630 �C. In the last few tens of meters to the pluton, the
sedimentary layering is rotated parallel to the vertical orientation
of the contact, probably as a consequence of the pluton’s
emplacement. In order to avoid a deformational influence on grain
growth, no samples at distances smaller than 65 m were collected.
This sampling procedure followed an earlier strategy of Schmid
(1997) and Herwegh and Berger (2003), who collected samples of
the Calcare di Dosso dei Morti, which pass laterally into the Calcare
di Angolo. The Calcare di Dosso dei Morti represent former stro-
matoporid reefs and are recrystallized by contact metamorphism as
white, coarse-grained (up to several cm large calcite crystals),
almost pure calcite marbles (Brack, 1983). The lithology of the
Calcare di Angolowas chosen for this study due to thewide range in
second-phase content. As a great advantage, the effect of variable
second-phase contents on grain growth of calcite as dominant
matrix phase can be tracked down.

3. Analytical methods

To identify the bulk mineralogy of the second phases, thin
section analysis and XRD analytics were carried out. In the case of
mineralogical layering, clearly visible by dark and lighter domains,
we separated the individual layers mechanically and crushed and
milled them into powder. In order to preserve the dolomite phase,
separation of the calcite phase from sample powders was done
using dilute (0.25%) hydrochloric acid. The residual material was
cleaned with ethanol and air dried. The remaining powder of the
insoluble residue, was then analyzed for mineral phases by means
of X-ray diffraction (XRD) on a Panalytical X’Pert-Pro X-ray
diffractometer. This instrument is equipped with a Cu-anode tube
(Ka1, l ¼ 1.5406 Å) set to operate at 40 kV and 40 mA and cover
a 2-theta range from 4� to 40�.

For a detailed microstructural analysis the samples were treated
in two different manners:

http://www.maps.google.com


Fig. 2. Mineral assemblages for cold, intermediate I and II, and hot sample groups.
Temperature ranges of the collected samples are marked in gray. Plag ¼ Plagioclase,
Qtz ¼ Quartz, Cal ¼ Calcite, Ph ¼ Phengite, Dol ¼ Dolomite, Phl ¼ Phlogopite,
An ¼ Anorthite, Kfs ¼ K-feldspar, Tr ¼ Tremolite, Di ¼ Diopside.
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(i) All specimens were cut into thin sections oriented perpen-
dicular to the sedimentary layering. To accentuate the grain
and interface boundaries of calcite and second-phase particles,
thin sections were first polished and then treated by two-step
etching following the procedure described in Herwegh (2000).
Prepared in this way, digital backscatter electron (BE-) images
of the thin sections were used for grain boundary analyzes. In
addition, energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX) was
applied in order to identify the containing mineral phases in
general and to visualize size and distribution of second phases
by element (Ca, Si, Al, Mg, Na, K, Fe, Ti, P) mapping in partic-
ular. Electron microscopy was performed on a Cam Scan (CS4
with a Pioneer light element EDX detector) equipped with
a Noran Voyager 4 image acquisition system and a Zeiss EVO
50 (with a Sapphire light element EDX detector) scanning
electron microscope (SEM). For these analyzes, only specimen
areas with homogeneous second-phase distributions were
chosen, i.e., areas devoid of veins, calcite vugs and voids, fossil
fragments, porphyroblasts and second-phase clusters. After
the data acquisition by SEM, grain boundaries of all phases
were traced manually and element maps were combined to be
assigned to the different mineral phases using Adobe Photo-
shop. Size, distribution and volume fraction of second phases
and calcite matrix were measured by using the image analysis
software Image SXM (Barrett, 2008, www.liv.ac.uk/wsdb/
ImageSXM) analogous to Herwegh (2000), Ebert et al. (2008)
and Brodhag and Herwegh (2009). The resulting grain areas
(for largest Dcc: 94 grains, smallest Dcc: 1447 grains) were used
to determine the mean grain size for the calcite matrix (Dcc),
which is given as area weighted value (for details see Ebert
et al., 2007a). The volume fraction (fp) and the mean grain
size (dp) for second phases like dolomite, white and dark mica,
feldspars, tremolite, diopside, quartz, ores and apatite were
calculated on the base of their grain areas and the calculation
of the corresponding equivalent circular diameter.

(ii) In addition to the previous approach, electron backscatter
diffraction (e.g., Adams et al., 1993; Prior et al., 1996) in
combination with element mapping were performed on the
Table 1
Summary of the database of the microstructures analyzed in this study.

sample Distance to pluton (m) Temperature (�C) Dcc (mm)

SB05e07.1 65 630 61.04
SB05e07.2 65 630 40.77
SB05e07.4 65 630 113.27
SB05e09.1 175 595 1079.93
SB05e09.2 175 595 1001.75
SB05-11.2a 315 550 2273.80
SB05-11.2b 315 550 4262.46
SB05e18.3 842 445 19.08
SB05e19.1 842 445 204.61
SB05e19.2 842 445 164.67
SB05e20.1 842 445 45.41
SB05e20.2 842 445 114.77
SB05e21.1 783 455 391.38
SB05e21.2 783 455 676.33
SB05e22.2 783 455 314.70
SB05e22.3 783 455 210.38
SB05e32.1 2190 325 77.53
SB05e32.2 2190 325 72.34
SB05e33.1 2190 325 224.60
SB05e33.2 2190 325 234.86
SB05e34.1 2190 325 28.14
SB05e34.1 b 2190 325 38.95
SB05e34.2 2190 325 43.51
SB05e34.2 b 2190 325 66.84
SB05e34.3 2190 325 64.03
SB05-42 >4000 275 15.76
SB05-44 >4000 275 9.67
Zeiss EVO 50 equippedwith a DigiView II EBSD camera and the
OIM data acquisition and image analysis software (AMETEK,
TSL). These measurements were carried out under variable
pressure conditions (10 Pa) at an acceleration voltage of 20 kV,
a beam current of 10 nA and step sizes between 1.5 and 3 mm.
Prior to these measurements, the samples were polished and
lapped with colloidal silica (Syton) for about 2 h. Image anal-
ysis was followed along the steps described in (i). In order to
exclude a potential effect of deformation on the microstruc-
tural evolution of the samples, the degree of crystallographic
preferred orientation of calcite was checked on the base of
stereographic projections and the texture index J (Bunge,
1982). Only samples with random c-axis distributions of
calcite were used in the context of this study.

Temperature estimates of the sample locations were taken from
the thermal model calculated by Herwegh and Berger (2003).
dp (mm) fp Z (mm) No of cc grains No of sp grains

19.98 0.285 70.11 789 1070
16.86 0.3751 44.95 489 539
19.10 0.12448 153.45 345 458
77.63 0.1136 683.34 221 528
66.10 0.1083 610.32 293 652

127.34 0.07888 1614.33 93 173
144.21 0.045595 3162.90 59 104
12.50 0.2253 55.50 1446 216
20.91 0.050778 411.76 391 331
17.19 0.05556 309.35 201 186
21.74 0.253 85.92 568 90
21.57 0.046267 466.17 883 137
53.28 0.002725 19552.07 429 14

101.19 0.003 33731.43 538 7
23.21 0.0004 58030.25 406 9
33.57 0.0012 27972.08 408 6
21.59 0.1023 211.07 1096 109
14.44 0.024712 584.53 413 37
46.14 0.02206 2091.35 252 26
52.75 0.1935 272.63 1561 201
17.77 0.35786 49.65 297 307
8.49 0.28533 29.77 180 112

15.84 0.2859 55.39 397 401
7.38 0.031561 233.70 613 452

16.62 0.1309 126.96 811 301
7.61 0.4806 15.82 750 1123

11.28 0.496437 10.61 811 1525

http://www.liv.ac.uk/%7Esdb/ImageSXM
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Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of typical microstructures. a) Microstructure of sample SB05-42 (‘cold’) shows very small calcite grain sizes but, in comparison to the calcite grains size Dcc,
a relatively large second-phase grain size. Dolomites are hypidiomorphic to idiomorphic and are present in the sample with a very high second-phase volume fraction fp. b) Sample
SB05-34 (‘intermediate I’) has larger calcite grain sizes. Phlogopites are present for the first time in this sample group (see also Fig. 2). On the upper rim of the micrograph a part of
an albite porphyroblast is visible. c) and d) ‘Intermediate II’ samples SB05-21 and �22 are relatively poor in second-phase volume fraction. Calcite grains show straight grain
boundaries and comprise perfectly equilibrated 120� dihedral triple junctions (circles). Other evidence of equilibration is the formations of six-sided grains. e) Microstructure of

S.H. Brodhag et al. / Journal of Structural Geology 33 (2011) 698e712702
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Modeling of the temperature distribution is based on a simple box-
type3Dmodel. In thenowexpandedsamplingarea, the temperature
distribution is somewhatmore complicated owing to local deviation
from a simple planar geometry of the vertical contact. In order to
allow the use of the thermal model of Herwegh and Berger (2003)
and Berger and Herwegh (2004), the sample locations were pro-
jected into a profile oriented perpendicularly to the pluton’s contact
by taking the locations and projecting them parallel to the contact
into the profile section. For that reason, distance-to-pluton esti-
mates are based on contour outlines at regular distances to the
pluton contact as exposed at the surface. This approach is justified
because of the vertical orientation of the Re di Castello pluton in the
area investigated. The obtained distances then relate to the
temperature estimates of Herwegh and Berger (2003). In order to
gain information on the quality of the previously modeled temper-
atures, the second-phase mineral assemblages were compared to
the mineral stability fields of petrogenetic grids showing a suitable
correlation.

4. Results

4.1. Sample characterization

The suite of samples was collected in a contact metamorphic
aureole with decreasing maximum temperatures from the contact
to the unmetamorphosed starting material (Fig. 1; see above). We
select different samples, but also investigate the microstructure of
different layers within one sample. The Calcare di Angolo are
characterized by intercalated calcite-rich layers and more marly
layers, which is useful to show the difference in grain coarsening
behavior with different volume fraction of second-phase particles.
The matrix phase in all samples is calcite, while all other mineral
phases are referred to as second phases and their individual grains
as second-phase (sp) particles. For a general overview of mineral
phases for each temperature group, see Fig. 2.

In general, the mean grain sizes (Dcc) of matrix calcite increase
from the weakly metamorphosed material to the contact and are
accompanied by a straightening of calcite grain boundaries and an
increasing number of equilibrated triple junctions characterized by
120� dihedral angles. In light of the second phases located on calcite
grain boundaries and included in calcite grains, for both the mean
grain sizes (dp) increase, but the sizes of the included second phases
are smaller than the corresponding ones at the grain boundaries.
Additionally, the number of second phases included in the calcite
grains rises with increasing temperature. Detailed quantitative
information of each sample can be derived from Table 1.

The emplacement of a pluton is associated with deformation
within the pluton itself but also at it rims, as also visible by the
steeply oriented bedding of the contact metamorphic sediments
within the first 65 m (see above). Although we cannot completely
exclude the presence of a small deviatoric stress component during
contact metamorphism for the samples at larger distances to the
pluton’s contact, the absence of typical deformation microstruc-
tures like crystallographic preferred orientations (CPO), grain shape
preferred orientations (SPO), pervasive foliations or dynamic
recrystallization microstructures indicate that a potential devia-
toric stress component must have been much smaller in compar-
ison to those found in shear zones. For that reason we can consider
the situation in the area investigated to be rather close to true static
conditions.
a ‘hot’ sample (SB05-09): Calcite grain boundaries can be straight but also curved at location
diopside are newly formed mineral phases in this sample group. f) Micrograph of SB05-07 (‘
and h) calcite grain boundaries are pinned by multiple second-phase particles and by 120� tr
The weakly metamorphosed materials (SB05-42, SB05-44,
Fig. 3a) referred to in the following as ‘cold’ samples represent
typical diagenetic limestones, which are hardly affected by the
intrusion. Fossils, like crinoid columnals or reef debris deriving from
the Calcare di Dosso dei Morti reef sediments can locally still be
found embedded in a micritic matrix. In addition, typical diagenetic
features like sparitic vugs and voids still exist in these dark gray
limestones. The mean grain size of the calcite matrix is small (15.8
and 9.7 mm) and the second-phase grain size dp is half of Dcc. The
grain size distribution is slightly right-skewed and covers grain size
intervals between 2 and 20 mm (Fig. 4). In the two samples investi-
gated (Table 1), the volume fraction (fp) of the second phases
(fp ∼ 0.5) is only slightly lower than that of the matrix calcite. The
dominant second phases are dolomite and white mica (illite).
Dolomite grains in both samples have idiomorphic to hypidiomor-
phic lozenge shapes (Fig. 3a). Note that dolomite is preserved in
these two samples only. Furthermore, plagioclase, quartz, and
accessory titanite and pyrite are present. Due to the very high
volume fraction of second phases, calcite grain boundaries mostly
comprise a contact to second phases and calcite triple junctions are
rare. Particularly, dolomite forms a large number of specalcite
interfaces. In contrast to samples derived from highermetamorphic
grades, no second-phase grains are included in calcite grains at these
low temperature conditions.

A first set of metamorphic samples (SB05-32, SB05-33, SB05-34,
Fig. 3b) was collected at an outcrop about 2200 m away from the
intrusion contact. These samples underwent peak metamorphic
temperatures of around 325 �C and are called in the following
‘intermediate I’ samples. Dcc values (66e234 mm) are higher for
sampleswith relatively lowsecond-phase content than for the ‘cold’
ones described above, but can be as small as 28 mm for sampleswith
high second-phase volume fraction. The asymmetric shape of the
grain size distributionpersists but the smallest and largest grain size
intervals of calcite shift toward larger values of 15 mm and 120 mm,
respectively (Fig. 4). Additionally the frequency of the smallest grain
size class increases. Analogous to the scatter in Dcc, the grain sizes of
second phases also showawide spread ranging from 7.4 to 52.8 mm.
Very few second-phase grains (on average less than fp ¼ 0.012), but
of all mineral phases present, are included in matrix grains. Calcite
grain boundaries are less often occupied by second phases owing to
the smaller volume fraction than in the ‘cold’ samples. Therefore,
pure calcite grain boundary triple junctions are more frequent, but
only few of them show equilibrated 120� dihedral angles. The
second phases are phengite, plagioclase and quartz. Some plagio-
clase grains are of idiomorphic shape typical for porphyroblastic
growth and show decompositional alterations (Fig. 3b). The first
phlogopite appears (SB05-34, Fig. 3b) with mainly xenomorphic
shapes, but some individuals are hypidiomorphic to idiomorphic.
Xenomorphic, small and very scarce grains of anorthite and ortho-
clase are present in some sections of the samples.

A second setofmetamorphic samples (SB05-18 to SB05-22, Fig. 3c
and d) was collected at two different outcrops about 780 and 840m
away from the contact, affected by peakmetamorphic temperatures
of 445e455 �C. For these ‘intermediate II’ specimens,Dcc and dp vary
not only from sample to sample, but also in different sections of the
samples (Dcc: 19e676 mm; dp: 12.5e101.2 mm). In terms of grain size
distributions of thematrix grains, a further increase in both the grain
size range and theminimumandmaximumgrain size intervals occur,
while the shape of the grain size distribution still is right-skewed
(Fig. 4). Almost all second-phase grains are located along matrix
s where pinning of the calcite grain boundaries by second phases occurs. Tremolite and
hot’) shows pinning of calcite grain boundaries by individual second-phase particles. g)
iple junctions (circles). Note the differences in scale between the different micrographs.
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Fig. 5. Nearest neighbor distributions for calciteecalcite (white) and spesp (black)
grains. On base of the correlation parameter K, i.e., the spacing of calcites (cc) divided
by the spacing of second phase (sp) particles, samples can be organized into three
groups, independent of temperature. Samples with K > 1 have a smaller spacing
between second-phase particles compared to that between calcite grains, while
samples with a larger spacing of sp particles show K < 1. If spacing of ccecc and spesp
grains are both equal, K ¼ 1.
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grain boundaries and inclusions of second phases in calcite are very
rare, but they exist for each mineral phase. Calcite grain boundaries
of the samples with larger grain sizes and smaller fp are straight and
comprise perfectly equilibrated 120� dihedral triple junctions
(Fig. 3c and d). As a consequence, the entire aggregates show equi-
granular foam-typemicrostructures. The volume fractions of second
phases generally are quite low in this group and most samples are
relatively poor in mica. In contrast to the ‘intermediate I’ group,
phengite is not present in any of the samples. Further phases are
quartz, K-feldspar, plagioclase and titanite, but all are very rare to
accessory. Exceptions are saussuritizated plagioclase porphyro-
blasts with atoll texture (SB05-18), and perfectly idiomorphic
anorthites, lozenge to wedge shaped titanites and round quartz
grains (SB05-20). Sample SB05-21 is completely devoid of any silica
bearing mineral phase.

With distances from 315 to 65 m, the ‘hot’ samples (SB05-07,
SB05-09, SB05-11, Fig. 3eeh) are situated closest to the pluton’s
contact suggesting peak metamorphic temperatures in the range of
550 �Ce630 �C. The range of Dcc-values for this group is largest. The
biggestDcc value of 4262.5 mmis twoorders ofmagnitude larger than
the smallestone (40.8mm). Thecalcite grain sizedistributions remain
right-skewed but the grain size range further broadens showing
larger spreads than the samples subjected to lower temperatures
(Fig. 4). Second mineral phases are not only located on grain
boundaries, but compared to the less metamorphosed samples,
a relatively high amount of second phases is also included in the
interior of calcite grains (fp up to 0.056, see Fig. 3eeh and Fig. 4). The
grain sizes for second phases located at grain boundaries (max.
dp ¼ 182.6 mm), as well as for included ones (max. dp ¼ 118.8 mm,
SB05-11.2b), are both larger than those of the less metamorphosed
samples. Again, everymineral is found as inclusions in calcite, which
is also the case for the newly formed phases tremolite and diopside.
To some extent, matrix grain boundaries comprising second phases
show clear pinning characteristics in form of grain boundary
segments that are highly curved and lobate in the close vicinity of
second phases (see circles in Fig. 3e and f). Calcite grain boundaries
that are not in contact with second phases, are in general very
straight and converge into triple junctionswith 120� dihedral angles
(Fig. 3g and h). Generally, the matrix microstructure in all three
samples is very equi-granular. Tremolite grain shapes are hypidio-
morphic elongated and in some parts of the samples, they occur as
porphyroblasts. Phlogopite, K-feldspar and plagioclase are present,
as well as accessories like quartz, titanite, pyrite and apatite.

4.2. Quantitative microstructures

In addition to the above given average sizes of the calcite and
second-phase grains, we need a quantitative description of the
relationship between the second phases and the matrix. For this
purpose, we will focus in the following on two major data sets: (1)
nearest neighbor relations between both calciteecalcite and spesp
grains and (2) relations between matrix grain size, second-phase
grain size and their volume fraction, i.e., a relationship which is
referred to in literature as Zener relation (e.g., see review of
Manohar et al., 1998).

4.3. Nearest neighbor relationships

Based on the geometric centers of the calcite and second phases
quantified in the microfabrics by the aforementioned image
Fig. 4. Characteristic crystal size distributions (CSD) for the four different temperature gro
boundaries and second-phase particles are white. Left column displays frequency of area we
Zener value Z. Crystal size distribution (CSD) shift from ‘cold’ to ‘hot’ sample groups to larg
SB05-09 is broader in comparison to the other samples.
analysis approach, the distances of the five nearest calcite and
second phase neighbors on calcite grain boundaries, were calcu-
lated for each calcite and second-phase grain, respectively, using
a nearest neighbor calculation (NNC, written by Mark Jessell).
Visualized in form of distance to frequency histograms, the distri-
bution of the mean distances of calcite and second phases can be
detected and correlated with each other (Fig. 5). In this context, we
introduce a correlation parameter (K), which is defined by

K ¼ Mcc=Msp (2)

where Mcc and Msp represent the modes of the nearest neighbor
distributions of the calcite and second-phase grains, respectively. K
values larger than 1 signify closer average spacing of second phases
than the spacing, i.e., the grain diameter, of the calcite grains and
vice versa.

The analyzed samples can be divided into three groups
depending on the relation of the spacing between thematrix grains
to the spacing between the second phases. For the first group,
distances between second phases are smaller than distances
between the matrix grain cores yielding in a correlation parameter
larger than 1 (SB05-09.1 and -42, Fig. 5 top and Table 1). Note that
samples of each temperature (‘cold’ to ‘hot’) are found in group I
covering a large range in second-phase volume fractions from 0.49
to 0.046. The secondgroupshows just theopposite relationbetween
spacingofmatrix and second-phase grains, resulting in a correlation
parameter smaller than1 (SB05-21.1, Fig. 5). Again, samplesof almost
ups. Right column shows grain boundary maps. Calcite grains are black, calcite grain
ighted mean grain sizes as well as the number of analyzed calcite grains n(cc) and the
er calcite grain sizes. While all samples show right-skewed distributions, the peak of



Fig. 6. Calcite matrix mean grain size in relation to the Zener parameter. Plot of calcite
grain size Dcc versus the Zener parameter Z: In general, calcite grain size Dcc is larger
with increasing temperature and Zener value Z. Two trends are clearly visible in the
Zener diagram: a steep trend (I) with sample data from ‘cold’ to ‘hot’ and a curved
trend (II) with mainly sample data of ‘intermediate I’ and ‘II’. Note that on the left side
above trend I (high Dcc but low Z) and the right side below trend II (small Dcc but high
Z) there are two fields devoid of any data. Symbols for the different temperature
groups are given in the legend.
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every temperature are present in this group, and the fp range is large
as well but shifted toward smaller values (0.22e0.0004) compared
to group I. Sampleswith exactly the same spacing values for second-
phase particles and calcites, i.e., K ¼ 1 (cf. Fig. 8), form the third
group. Samples SB05-07.4, -32.2 and -34.2 belong to this group (see
Table 1). Similar to the widening of the range of grain size distri-
butions, the nearest neighbor spacing between individual second-
phase particles and the nearest neighbor spacing between calcite
grains increase with increasing temperature as well as with
increasing Z for samples with identical temperature.
4.4. The link between second-phase particle sizes, their fractions
and the matrix grain size (Zener diagram)

While the crystal size distribution (CSD) and the nearest
neighbor relation take only the size and dispersion of second phases
into account, the Zener diagram (e.g., Berger and Herwegh, 2004;
Herwegh et al., 2005; Ebert et al., 2007a,b; Brodhag and Herwegh,
2009) represents an appropriate way to unravel the influence of
second phases on the grain size of the matrix phase. The Zener
diagram links thematrix grain sizeDccwith theZenerparameter, i.e.,
with the ratio between grain size (dp) and volume fraction (fp) of
second phases. In Fig. 6, each data point represents themean values
of an analyzed microstructural area, generally consisting of several
hundreds of calcite grains. The two most impure samples (SB05-42
and -44) with smallest Z and highest volume fraction are situated in
the lower left corner of the graph, while with increasing purity, i.e.,
higher Z, data points shift toward the right side in the Zener diagram
(Fig. 6). In respect of temperature, samples with higher peak meta-
morphic temperatures have generally a larger Dcc than colder
samples but same Z value. But note as well that some samples with
the same temperature and similar Z can have a different Dcc, as it is
the case for samples SB05-19.1 and -20.2, and SB05-34.1 and -34.2
(see Table 1). Vice versa, samples of the same temperature group can
have a similarDcc but different Z values (see SB05-19.1 and -22.3, and
SB05-33.1 and -33.2, Table 1).

Despite these apparent inconsistencies, two general trends can
be constituted for the Zener diagrams of our Adamello samples:
Trend I is characterized by a distinct straight and steep incline,
where Dcc increases intensely with relatively small changes in Z.
Trend II is rather diffuse but is defined by a weaker increase in Dcc

over a large range of Z values. While the slope of the trend is
somewhat steeper at low Z values and flatter for higher ones, trend
II appears slightly curved in the Zener diagram despite the loga-
rithmic scale of the axes. Due to the large scatter of data points at
medium Z values of around 200 to 500 and Dcc between 65 and
240 mm, the area where trend II branches off the steeper trend I is
not clearly visible in this type of diagram. Note that individual
samples from both groups, ‘intermediate I’ and ‘intermediate II’
temperatures can be found on both trends, while all the ‘hot’ and
the two investigated ‘cold’ samples are situated on trend I
exclusively.

Interestingly, there are two fields in our diagram that are
completely devoid of any data point. In the upper left quadrant, i.e.,
above trend I, there exist no calcite grain sizes for relatively small Z
(i.e., small dp in combination with high fp, field I). Also, very pure
samples with large Z but small Dcc, which would plot in the lower
right corner, do not exist in our suite of samples (field II). These two
fields of missing data points are quite important as will be dis-
cussed below.

5. Discussion

Second-phase minerals can have dramatic effects on the micro-
structure of polymineralic rocks with a volumetrically dominating
matrix phase, because they can either induce a retardation of the
velocity of migrating grain boundaries via temporally restricted
pinning or they can immobilize a grain boundary due to a complete
pinning. The physical reason for these two behaviors is related to
dragging forces imposed by the second phases on the moving grain
boundaries of thematrix phase,which counteracts surface energyas
major driving force of grain growth (e.g., see Evans et al., 2001 and
references therein).

In light of the samples investigated in this study, the Zener
diagram (Fig. 6) demonstrates that the grain sizes of the matrix
calcite in all samples are affected by second phases allowing
a discrimination of the two trends I and II mentioned above. But
what exactly is themicrophysical influenceof the secondphases and
why do samples with same temperature-time history and similar Z
result in differentmatrix grain sizes asmanifest by the two trends in
Fig. 6. All these data represent the ambient microstructural relation
betweenmatrix grain size and spminerals,which, however, evolved
over a Tet history. The problem is even more complex because no
unique Tet path exists but it rather changes for the different sample
locations, owing to their varying distances to the pluton’s contact.
For that reason, we generalized potential Tet effects by grouping
locations with similar ranges of distances to the pluton into the
aforementioned groups ‘hot’, ‘intermediate I and II’ and ‘cold’. In the
context of the temperature dependent influence of the second
phases on the calcite grain boundary, the followingpoints need tobe
addressed for each of these groups:

� Which regime of pinning can be detected in the samples?
� Do the pinning processes change with time/temperature?
� What is the effect of the pinning on the final matrix grain size?

In light of these questions, the Zener diagramwith its restriction
to the mean values of matrix and second-phase grain size as well as
to the volume fraction of the latter will give no unique answer. We
therefore have to combine on one hand the information about
dispersion of second phases as obtained by the nearest neighbor
calculation and the Zener diagram. On the other hand, we have to
scrutinize the specific contribution of the size and volume fraction



Fig. 7. Calcite matrix grain size in relation to the volume fraction fp. Like in the Zener
diagram of Fig. 6, two trends are visible. Calcite grain sizes change as a function of
second-phase volume fraction fp and the temperature T. Samples with high fp of second
phases have small calcite grain sizes, while hotter samples evolved larger grain size
compared to colder samples with similar fp.
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of the second phases to the microstructural evolution of the
aggregates.

Associated with the metamorphic evolution of the samples, the
changes in the stability fields of some of the second-phase minerals
induce mineral reactions (see Fig. 2). The mineral reactions in this
KCMASHC-system have been investigated (e.g., Bucher and Frey,
1994; Cui et al., 2003; Nabelek, 2007). In terms of the evolution
of the modal composition of our rock samples as a function of
changing metamorphic conditions, two general sequences have to
be discriminated: (1) The total consumption of diagenetic dolomite
due to the formation of Mg-bearing metamorphic phases during an
early stage of metamorphism (e.g., formation of Mg-phengite, Mg
solid solution in calcite) and (2) the transformation of existing
metamorphic phases enclosed with a further increase of meta-
morphic conditions. Most relevant reactions are net transfer reac-
tions including the nucleation of new phases. The sites of
nucleation of these new phases may be restricted to locations of
pre-existing second phases for elevated temperature reactions (e.g.,
tremolite þ calcite þ quartz ¼ diopside þ CO2 þ H2O). In this case,
the physical pinning of a calcite grain boundary by a pre-existing
second phase will be preserved during the reaction but might be
modified due to changes in grain size and shape of the new reaction
products. Despite the latter limitation, nucleation at pre-existing
sites of second phases allows treatment of the polymineralic
aggregates as a two-phase system consisting of calcite and second
phases only. This simplification of the complex system is justified,
because we will restrict in the following discussion to the general
physical interactions between existing second phases and the
calcite grain boundaries only, independent of the mineralogy of the
second phase. Potential effects related to differences in grain
shapes are neglected for the moment but are extensively discussed
in Berger et al. (2010).

More problematic in light of the suggested simplification is the
major change from dolomite-calcite bearing carbonates toward
calcitic carbonates. All reactions consuming the dolomite will
change the microstructure because of (i) a significant loss of CO2
and (ii) a volume change during reactions since all these reactions
include a fluid component. Hence, major changes in the volume
fractions of matrix and second phases will occur during the early
stages of metamorphism (below intermediate I conditions).
Therefore, this stage of transformation cannot be included in the
following geometric considerations. However, several minerals like
phlogopite are stable for a long time and over a considerable range
of metamorphic temperatures of the microstructural evolution
allowing the exploration of their physical interactions with the
matrix phase. We approximate this goal by looking on the
geometrical evolution in a first step, but we arewell aware, that this
approach represents a simplification (for more details see Berger
et al., 2010).

Due to the complexity of the entire system, wewill treat first the
pinning of matrix grain boundaries by second phases at constant
temperature and will then focus on coupled grain coarsening of the
aggregate as a function of variable temperatures.

5.1. Evidences for pinning of matrix grain boundaries

In a microstructural point of view, pinning is most evident by
the changes in calcite grain size as a function of the varying second-
phase volume fractions (Fig. 7), which is independent of the local
mineralogy. The same two trends (I and II) as in the Zener diagram
of Fig. 6 are visible in this Dccefp relation, and samples with the
identical fp developed different calcite grain sizes.

On the grain scale, an indication that sp particles can pin grain
boundaries is demonstrated in the SEM image of Fig. 3e, where
a calcite grain boundary of sample SB05-09 is highly curved due to
the pinning by a phlogopite grain. However, situations as presented
in Fig. 3eeh express a transitional stage between a pinned grain
boundary and a grain boundary completely detached from the
second phase. Such geometric relations reflect frozen natural
examples of dynamic situations, where the high curvature of the
grain boundaries at the moment of detachment from the second
phases forces the grain boundary to adjust at high velocity to the
more favored straight to slightly curved geometries (see the same
effect in analog experiments of Brodhag and Herwegh, 2009; their
Fig. 6). As a consequence, the preservation of matrix grain bound-
aries which are still attached to a second phase but show a high
curvature at the stage just before detaching (like the situation in
Fig. 3e) is quite rare.

5.2. Differences in grain boundary pinning at constant
temperatures

The variations in calcite grain size at similar temperatures must
require an explanation. The data presented above indicate that the
grain size variation can primarily be related to amount, size and
distribution of second-phase particles. In order to understand the
processes behind these relationships, we will briefly summarize
the meaning of both the Zener relationship (e.g., see Evans et al.,
2001) and the nearest neighbor relationships.

Combining the nearest neighbor data with the Zener diagram
(Fig. 8) results in a perfect match between the three groups (NNC)
and the two trends (Zener diagram). Samples with a correlation
parameter K > 1 are situated on trend I of the Zener diagram, while
samples with K< 1 are either located on trend II or at the transition
where trend II branches of from I. Samples with K¼ 1 are located in
the area of branching off and, therefore, cannot be assigned clearly
to any of the two trends. The geometrical link between the corre-
lation parameter K and the Zener diagram can be visualized by
a honeycomb microstructure of the matrix phase (Fig. 8). K ¼ 1
represents an ideal case of a fully pinned matrix phase with
honeycomb microstructure, where a second phase is located at
every second triple junction. In this way, three triple junctions and
therefore all six grain boundary segments of a matrix grain are
affected by a second phase and the spacing between grain centers
among matrix grains and grain centers among second phases is
identical. Thus, a matrix grain is in contact with three second-phase



Fig. 8. The link between Zener diagram, K value and microstructure Graph of Fig. 6
with generalized microstructures and K values: The three different groups of K
values resulting from nearest neighbor relationships and the two trends of the Zener
diagram show a striking correlation. Samples with a correlation parameter K > 1 lie on
trend I (black), while samples with K < 1 are situated on trend II (white). Samples with
K ¼ 1 (dark gray) belong to the scatter zone where trend II branches off from trend I.
Schematic microstructures of the different situations (gray: matrix grain boundaries,
white circles: second phases, black triple junctions).
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particles, but shares them with its neighbor. In this sense, the
K-factor is in relation with the Zener parameter Z, since Z is related
to the average interparticle distance between the second phases.
Several authors (e.g., Gladman, 1966; Hellman and Hillert, 1975;
Evans et al., 2001) modified Zener’s original equation:

Dmax ¼ cm$
�
dp=f mp

�
(3)

where c is a constant and Dmax the maximummatrix grain size and
m is a geometric parameter that assigns the spatial location of the
second phases in the aggregate. For the ideal case, where the
second phases occupy triple junctions and are shared by three
grains, m equals to 1/3 (Fig. 9). Second phases located on triple
junctions represent a rather efficient regime of pinning that hardly
can be overcome by the driving forces of a migrating grain
boundary. In contrast, sp particles on grain boundary segments
located between two triple junctions are shared by two neighbor
grains (m¼ 1/2) and pin a migrating grain boundary less effectively
compared to those located on triple junctions. To fully pin all six
boundary segments of a matrix grain by this pinning regime, six
Fig. 9. Pinning types and related geometric factor m In the ideal case of a matrix with honey
junctions) or 1/2 (grain boundary) depending on the spatial distribution of the sp particles. S
on calcite grain boundaries, and therefore, less sp particles are required to pin a grain’s boun
of the sp particles are included. In this case only single particle pinning (SPP) and triple ju
boundary is pinned by multiple particles (MPP) and/or clustered particles (CPP), which then
grains and second-phase particles, and are explained in the text.
second phases, which are shared by six neighbor grains, are
required. Even more effective pinning occurs in the case where the
second phases sit on triple junctions as well as on the grain
boundaries between them, resulting inm ¼ 1/2 � 1/3 ¼ 1/6 (Fig. 9).
Hence, the smaller m the more intense is the pinning of the
boundaries of a matrix grain size. If m approaches zero, cm and f mp
are 1 and equation (3) reduces to

Dmax0dp (4)

where Dmax depends only on dp. Geometrically, this situation
implies matrix grains that are completely surrounded by sp parti-
cles and the remaining space for an individual matrix grain is equal
to dp. On the contrary, when m approaches 1, cm and f mp reduce to c
and fp, respectively resulting in

Dmax0c$
�
dp=fp

�
(5)

In this case, Dmax depends mainly on fp. As stated by Evans et al.
(2001 and references therein) this case applies for relatively small
dp and a microstructure where many second-phase particles are
included in the interior of the matrix grains.

Note that all these considerations are limited because they (i)
are of purely geometric two-dimensional nature, (ii) are only valid
for grain growth of a matrix phase with a non-growing second
phase, (iii) are only valid for aggregates that undergo grain growth
at constant temperature and (iv) do not incorporate additional
parameters that affect the mobility of a grain boundary such as
induced by the crystallographic misorientation of matrix neighbors
at grain triple junctions (triple junction pinning, TJP; see Piazolo
et al., 2005, 2006; Shvindlerman and Gottstein, 2005).

Looking at the samples investigated, relations with K > 1 imply
a statistical distribution of more than three shared second-phase
particles along a grain’s surface in the case of a two-dimensional
section, and K< 1means that less than three particles are sitting on
the grain’s surface. In the latter case, mwould be >1/2 because not
enough second phases would be available to fully pin all boundary
segments of a matrix grain. This latter pinning regime is called
single particle pinning (SPP, Brodhag and Herwegh, 2009). Hence,
to obtain completely immobile grain boundaries of the matrix
phase for K > 1, triple junction pinning is required to occur in
addition to single particle pinning. With respect to pinning of
matrix grain boundaries, K> 1 reflects grain boundaries affected by
multiple second-phase particles. Only in the case where second
phases are located at least on every second triple junction (in the
case of honeycomb structure three second-phase particles are
required) a complete pinning is possible (m ¼ 1/3). Otherwise
a larger number of sp would be required for a complete
comb microstructure, grains are fully pinned if the geometric parameterm ¼ 1/3 (triple
econd phases located on grain triple junctions pin more effective then sp grains situated
daries completely. For low second-phase volume fractions fp, m can approach 1 if most
nction pinning (TJP) will stabilize the grain size. Very small m signifies that the grain
are the dominating pinning types. K values are related to the spacing between calcite



Fig. 10. Comparison of experimental studies and nature. Experimental rock analog
studies by Brodhag and Herwegh performed on mixtures of polycrystalline norcam-
phor and glass beads (Fig. 9 modified, 2009) show a stabilized grain size (Dexp) trend
for the norcamphor matrix (t3, white circles, black axes labeling), which is similar to
the analyzed Adamello samples (gray squares, gray axes labeling) on trend II (Fig. 6).
For both, pinning types multiple particle pinning MPP and clustered particle pinning
CPP are effective for high fp of natural samples and experiments, respectively, while
SPP and TJP influence low fp matrices. The time steps t1 and t2 are the transient
evolution stages of norcamphor matrix grains and could be used as an analog for the
transient evolution stage of the Adamello samples, which is not preserved anymore
owing to progressive grain coarsening. Arrows indicate the growth path of experi-
mental matrix grains influenced by rigid non-growing sp particles.
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immobilization of all boundaries of a grain (see above). These
regimes of pinning are referred to as multiple particle (MPP) or
clustered particle pinning (CPP) by Brodhag and Herwegh (2009).

Hitherto, pinning by more than one rigid particle along one
matrix grain boundary is well described (e.g., Miodownik, 2005)
and it is experimentally shown by Brodhag and Herwegh (2009)
that pinning by multiple particles (MMP) has a stronger effect on
the retardation of a migrating matrix grain boundary than pinning
by single particles. Also, the pinning effect of larger sp particles is
more enhanced compared to smaller ones as calculated by Man-
ohar (1998) and in the case of large-sized clusters of second phases
(clustered particle pinning, CPP) by Brodhag and Herwegh (2009).

Transferred to our samples, calcite grains of trend I (K > 1) are,
therefore, in contact and influenced by several second-phase
particles, i.e., affected by multiple particle pinning (see Fig. 3e and
h) or clustered particle pinning (see Fig. 3a and g). Surface energy of
the matrix grains is insufficient in these cases to overcome the
pinning forces induced by several sp particles. Single particle
pinning is the dominant regime for trend II microstructures (see
Fig. 3f). In contrast to multiple particle pinning and clustered
particle pinning, the matrix grain boundaries can be pinned
temporarily in this case, allowing the detachment of the grain
boundary from a sp particle at the moment the locally increased
grain curvature overcomes the dragging force (see previous
section). In addition to single particle pinning, equilibrated triple
junctions (see Fig. 3c) can also contribute as pinning factor (triple
junction pinning (TJP); Piazolo et al., 2005, 2006; Shvindlerman
and Gottstein, 2005; Gottstein et al., 2006). Hence, with
increasing grain size and the associated reduction in surface energy,
single particle pinning in combination with triple junction pinning
may also result in a complete immobilization as suggested by the
rock analog experiments of Brodhag and Herwegh (2009).

5.3. Comparison with experiments

The aforementioned considerations on the relations between
different grain sizes and their volume fraction assume stabilized
grain sizes. In the case of regional metamorphic rocks with long
exposure of the samples to elevated temperatures the measured
grain size can be assumed to be more or less stabilized, because of
the exponential grain growth behavior with time (Herwegh et al.,
2005). In the case of long term isothermal conditions, as is the
case for regional metamorphism, this means that the coarsening of
the polymineralic aggregates continuous owing to the exponential
form of the growth equation. Despite this continuation, however,
the grain size increases per given time increment become so small
that almost no grain size changes can be detected anymore leading
to an apparent stabilization of the grain sizes after coarsening
periods of millions of years. The situation differs in the case of
contact metamorphic rocks, where such grain size stabilization is
questionable, because the time of metamorphism is short. During
contact metamorphism (i) fast grain coarsening per time increment
exists over relatively short time periods only (thousands to ten
thousands of years at elevated temperature) and (ii) an early
freezing in of the metamorphic microstructures occurs because of
the temperature drops, as early as a few ten thousands to one to
two hundred thousand years after onset of the temperature rise
(see Fig. 6 in Herwegh and Berger, 2003).

Recent rock analog experiments on grain coarsening in two-
phase aggregates (norcamphor and non-gowing microbeads as
second phases; see Bordhag and Herwegh, 2010) can be used to
gain insights on the possible microstructural evolution of the
Adamello samples (Fig. 10, see also Brodhag and Herwegh, 2009).
The starting aggregates show small initial matrix grain sizes and
interparticle distances of the second phases larger than the average
matrix grain size. With the onset of coarsening, the latter will
therefore be affected first by single particle pinning yielding in
a straight trend line (see t1, Fig. 10). With time and increasing
matrix grain size, more and more second phases will influence
individual matrix grains leading to a transition to multiparticle or
even clustered particle pinning. Consequently, thematrix grains are
pinned more severely at low compared to high Z values resulting in
the curved slope at t2 (Fig. 10). At some point, too many second
phases affect the matrix grain boundaries such that any further
increase in matrix grain size is impossible and the microstructure
stabilizes in the aforementioned way. The resulting trend line t3 of
the experiments correlates in an excellent manner with the inter-
mediate temperature trends of the Adamello samples (Fig. 10)
implying that for latter similar stabilization might have occurred.
5.4. Calcite coarsening processes and their physical interactions
with second-phase particles

The different pinning regimes and the change in their net
contribution to the pinning of the matrix grains of the bulk
aggregates were discussed as a function of time, regardless of the
changes of second-phase particle sizes with time. Changes in sp
grain sizes must have occurred in the Adamello samples where dp
increases proportionally to the increasing calcite grain size Dcc

(Fig. 11). The simultaneous growth of second phases and matrix
grains is referred to as coupled grain coarsening (Alexander et al.,
1994). This observation is in agreement with studies of



Fig. 11. Coupled grain coarsening of calcite grains of the matrix and second phases. The
larger the matrix grain size Dcc, the larger the second-phase grain size dp. For higher
temperature samples, dp generally is larger than for lower temperature samples sug-
gesting an enhanced coupled grain coarsening with temperature. Note that despite
their high peak metamorphic temperature, some samples have relatively small Dcc and
dp.

Fig. 12. Schematic summary of different types of coupled grain coarsening. For a small
number of sp particles (white circles) with large grain sizes dp (a), only few matrix
grain boundaries (gray) are pinned, while the rest of them are able to migrate. This
leads to a reduction of the bulk grain boundary network, which favors the coarsening
of sp particles (b). In this case, coupled grain coarsening occurs, which is matrix
controlled and affected by second-phase and/or triple junction pinning. For an equal
second-phase volume fraction fp compared to (a) but smaller sp particle sizes (c), i.e.,
higher number of particles, more matrix grain boundaries are pinned. With progres-
sive coarsening, grain boundary migration of the matrix phase is reduced resulting in
a small grain size and therefore a still relatively large bulk grain boundary network (d).
Consequently, coarsening of second phases is slower. For the same sp-particles sizes as
in (c) but with higher fp (e) all matrix grain boundaries are pinned. Grain size of the
matrix grains can only increase when the second phases grow requiring coupled grain
coarsening, which is limited by the second phases (f).
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Solomatov et al. (2002) and El-Khozondar et al. (2006) by means of
computed models and experimental studies by Ohuchi and
Nakamura (2007a; 2007b). Further important information is the
enhanced coupled grain coarsening with increasing temperature
(Fig. 11). This behavior can be inferred from samples with similar fp,
which show small and larger sizes of dpeDcc at low and high
temperatures, respectively. The reason for enhanced coupled grain
coarsening is related to the increased growth kinetics of both
second phases and matrix phase at higher temperature. Despite
relatively high temperatures, some samples show lower Dcc and dp
values (SB05-07.1, -07.2, �07.4, Table 1) than those found in other
samples with the same temperature history and identical miner-
alogy (SB05-09.1 and -09.2, Table 1). Consequently, it can be
concluded that grain growth kinetics alone is not the only param-
eter that affects the growth behavior of the second phases. In
a microstructural point of view, the aforementioned ‘hot’ samples
with small sized sp and Dcc are characterized by very low Z values
and are situated on trend I. According to Figs. 8 and 9 and a corre-
lation parameter K > 1, they are pinned by SPP, MPP and CPP
regimes. Hence, they show a larger volume of the grain boundary
network compared to the high Z samples. Mass transfer processes,
particularly along grain boundaries, are responsible for the nutrient
transport required during couple grain coarsening (e.g., Ardell,
1972; Alexander et al., 1994; Manohar et al., 1998). In this sense,
transport- or surface-controlled processes are considered to be rate
limiting affecting the nucleation and growth rates during meta-
morphic reactions. However, the interparticle distances between sp
particles as well as their surface areas are smaller in the case of the
low Z sample. Both points would favor a faster growth rate, which is
not the case. We therefore assume, that the rate-limiting parameter
is related to the larger grain boundary volume of the low Z samples.
The latter requires a larger amount of source material to saturate
the grain boundary network, while for high Z samples less material
is required, delivering sufficient nutrient supply at grain surface of
the second phases and promoting therefore a faster growth (Figs. 8
and 11). A small matrix grain boundary network, i.e., large calcite
grains, will benefit from the coarsening of second phases as it is
illustrated in Fig. 12. Coarsening of second phases will lead again to
an unpinning of matrix grain boundaries, because under closed
system conditions, some second phases have to grow at the
expense of others, resulting at least in shrinkage and eventually in
disappearance of some. At these locations, the calcite grain
boundaries are affected by smaller dragging forces, allowing the
calcite grains to grow again until becoming pinned by the next
second-phase grain. As a consequence of this interplay, matrix
grain growth due to coupled grain coarsening is still possible even
for grain boundaries pinned by the different pinning regimes.

The reactivation of grain boundary migration for pinned matrix
grain boundaries will occur for samples on trend II as long as the
intrinsic driving forces of thematrix grains are high enough, and for
samples of trend I as long as they are again pinned by too many sp
particles. In this way, trend I is limited by second-phase coarsening,
while trend II is limited by matrix growth.



Fig. 13. Schematic model of the microstructural evolution of matrix grain size in
dependence of Z and different temperatures. Matrix grain size D evolves according to
the two trends dependent on the Zener value Z. For higher temperatures (e.g., T3) both
trends are shifted to higher D and Z compared to lower temperatures (e.g., T1). The
shift to higher Z values results from coarsening of second phases as is explained in
Fig. 12. Letters (a) to (f) symbolize the possible microstructures given in Fig. 12 for the
different situations. Gray arrows indicate pinning and matrix controlled growth paths
for matrix grains during coupled grain coarsening, while the black arrow represents
a second-phase controlled coupled grain coarsening path for matrix grains. Note that
for higher T the change of trend occurs at higher Z (lower fp) as larger matrix grains
with longer grain boundaries are more likely to come into influence of MPP at lower fp
values.
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Considering different temperatures and their related evolution,
we assume that pinning regimes and the process of coupled grain
coarsening described above can occur at every temperature (Figs.12
and 13). Evidence for this assumption is given by the ‘intermediate I’
and ‘II’, and ‘hot’ samples, which all contain samples that are located
on trend I. As discussed, the transition from trend I to II is related to
a change in pinning regimes, and is documented in our database for
the intermediate samples only. We believe, however, that a similar
branching off of trend II must also occur for the hot samples, but at
clearly larger grain sizes as is the case for the intermediate samples
(Fig.13). Fora given fp,dpwill increase resulting in a larger Z,which in
turn allows the calcitematrix to grow to larger sizes. Startingwith an
original micritic microfabric with moderate to low second-phase
contents Z will progressively shift toward higher values with
increasing temperature. Due to this shift in Z, high Dcc for relatively
low Z cannot be obtained, resulting in the empty domain in the
upper left corner of the Zener diagram (field I in Fig. 6). A schematic
model for this microstructural evolution is presented in Fig. 13,
which might be of general validity for contact metamorphic poly-
mineralic rocks containing a dominant matrix phase. The fact that
our hot samples display no data points at high Z is most likely due to
a starting material with insufficient degree of purity.
6. Conclusion

In contrast to previous studies,whichmostly restricted the Zener
parameter to polymineralic aggregates either with relatively low
contents (e.g., Miodownik, 2005) or large contents (e.g., Alexander
et al., 1994) of second phases, our investigation demonstrates that
the Zener parameter has relevance for both systems allowing
microstructural discriminations for a variety of sp volume fractions
ranging from nearly pure (fp: 0.001) up highly impure (fp up to 0.5)
polymineralic systems. Within this considerable range, the Zener
diagram visualizes two pronounced microstructural trends, which
result from two end member processes: (i) For moderate to high Z
values, the grain boundary mobility is affected by the grain growth
kinetics of thematrix phase and the retarding forces imposed by the
secondphasesoradditional influences like triple junctions. (ii) In the
case of low Z values, the matrix grains are completely immobilized
by the large amount and/or large size of second phases. Hence, grain
coarseningof theaggregate is onlypossible,when the secondphases
are capable of coarsening themselves, giving the matrix phase new
space togrowaswell. In this coupled coarsening, thegrowthkinetics
of the second-phase mineralogy is rate limiting. Both end member
processes are the result of the interplayof differentparameters, such
as the size, volume fraction and distribution of the second phases
and their changes as function of time and temperature. Only the
combined analysis of different geometric parameters of a micro-
structure and the integration of experimental studies, helps to
unravel the individual contribution of each parameter to the
evolution of a polymineralic microstructure that underwent grain
coarsening under static conditions.

Our dataset furthermore suggests that the physical interactions
shown between different growing phases allow the use of
geometrical relationships also in the case of metamorphic systems
including net transfer reactions. We demonstrated the complex
interactions between matrix phases and second-phase mineralogy
during coupled grain coarsening and the different pinning regimes
involved. The understanding of the different regimes of pinning
and the related overgrowth behavior could be a key for interpreting
the sequential evolution of metamorphic microstructures and the
interplay with deformation. The presented relationships will also
give the possibility to investigate grain size evolution in more
complex rocks. Such data are necessary for all grain size sensitive
processes in the Earth’s crust, where there is deformation or mass
transport. For example, matrix grain sizes can be kept small even at
elevated temperatures owing to multiparticle or clustered particle
pinning, while the corresponding grain sizes of purer domains will
be large. During the onset of deformation, strain may localize in the
fine-grained domains owing to the activation of grain-size sensitive
mechanisms and the reduced rock flow stresses during the acti-
vation of these deformation mechanisms. Future work should
include the role of time on the different processes and combine the
presented geometrical relations with petrological observations.
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